Introduction
A numb er of pla usible configuration s for automatic. mail sorting eq uipmen t have b een sugges ted . In thiS report m~Lhod s for t he comparative study of suell config uratIOns arc d eveloped , with th e o bj ect of d ete rminin g Lh e confi.guration which achi eves sorting of mail at a given (required) ra te at least cost.
The solu tion t this "optimization " problem of c~)Urs e depends upon t he distribution (by d estimttLOns) a nd volume of mail at the sortin g in s tallaLion , a nd also on Lh e operating parameters and costs associate~ with t he v.arious components of Lhe sorting sys tem . Ther efore, ill order to presen t our meLllOds in tbe most compreh ensible way (i.e., in the context of a sp ecifLc numerical a pplication ), it was n ecessary to \VOl'lc \vit h [l, clcfiniLc soL of r callsLic " input" data . These inpuLs are d escri bed in section s 3 Lo 6 and appen d ix A . IVe wisll to emphasiz e Lhat we work wi th these par t icular daLa only t') illu strate the m ethods employed ; t he r ead er who follows out t he calculations for t his s pec ific case should have li ttle tro uble ca,rryin g ou t the corresponding calcula tions for other data.
The results of th e analyses are summa rized in sec Lion 2. In brief, we ar c ab le (i ) to ru le out several of the proposed configurations, (ii) to show th at on e of t he proposed configurations will (if a certain parameter is choosen correctly ) com e within 8 per cent of optimum, and (iii) to exhibit a "h ybrid" of two of the proposed configurations which (if a cer tain pair of parameters is chosen correctly ) will come wi thin 4 p ercen t of optimum .
vVe also determine how accurately th e parameters in (ii) and (iii) mu sL be chosen . In view of (iii) an alysis of more compli cated configurations did no t seem worLhwhile .
For a comparaLive s tudy, it is n ecessary only Lo consider ~osLs \vhich vary appreciably from one configuratLOn to a nother . Our ana lysis is set up so tha t these variable costs ar c all absorbed into costs associaLed with (a) t Ile devices which inj ect mail into the so rting sysLem (we will generally use the I The prepar atioll of this paper was sponsored by tbe Post Office D ep artment , Offtce of H cseaJ'ch and Engineoring.
Lerm loading complex for such a device, ins Lead of Lhe lon ger " di st ribu tor loader complex" ), (b) th e r eceptacles (bins) in which t he m a il ends af ter pass inO" t hrou g h each stage of the sys tem , and (c ) the op era~ LLO n (sweeping) of removin g the mail from these bins.
A na t ural meLhod of deLermining t h e cost of any proposed configura tion, therefore, is to d etermine th e numb ers of lo ad in g complexes, bins, and sweepers mvolvecl , and t hen Lo multiply each of t hese numbers by th? approp'riate cost coeffLcien t an d add up the result ll1 g pa rLLal costs. W e migh t call Lh i the add up m ethod ; it is desc ri bed in sec Lion 7 and aL the end of section 8. W e have also d eveloped a follow through method based on t he icl ea of followinO" an individu al lette r t hrou gh t he sorLing system c l~arO" ing it an approp riate fracLion of Lbe cost ~f ea(~h ~oading comp lex through w hich i L passes, each loadmg complex by whi ch i t passes (a nd thu s preven ts from operating at m aximum rate), each bin it occupies, and eac h s weep iL receives , The follow through m eth od is not sL ricLly a pplicable to some :0.n~g urations (Lhough it does seem to provide Ulltlal approxunations which m ay shor ten some of the work of t he "add up " m ethod); its main advantage is that it p ermiLs a mu ch closer es LimaLion 2 of the theoretical minimum cost describ ed in the n ext p aragraph.
An important step in th e an 91ysis is the derivaLion of a theoretical minimum cost (more precisely, a " lo. wer bound ") whi ch is independent of th e co nfiguratLOn. Th~s cost. is minimum in the sense t haL "any actual co nfiguratlOn must cost at least Lhis m uch" a nd is theoretical in the sense that " no acL ual co nfi!S'uration can cost quite this liLtle" ; it th erefore proVides a yardstick against wh icll Lhe costs of s pecific co nfig urations can b e m eas ured , t he d eviaL ion from opLimali ty of a config urat ion ca n be assessed , a nd the p ermissibili ty of plausible a pproximations can b e checked . A rough esLimate or such a minimum cost is given in section 8 (w ilhouL us in g the sp ecifLC m a il disLribution ) ; in secL ion 9 th e " follow through" m ethod is employed to derive a significan tly more aCCln'aLe resul t . 2 The detailed analyses of the configurations studied are given in sections 10 to 14 and appendixes Band C. VV e hope that our rather full exposition of t~is material will prove helpful to the reader faced with the problem of carrying out similar analyses.
Summary of Results
From our specific numerical results (which are valid only for the particular data and assumptions used in our analysis) we can infer certain qualitative results, believed to be valid for post-offices (i) for which the sorting system must be able to handle about 1,000,000 letters/hI' or more and (ii) in which local mail is removed before the outgoing sort.
Of these two types of results, the qualitative ones are more informative, and so we list them first:
(a) Th e simplex scheme and Christmas Tree scheme 3 can be eliminated from further consideration.
(b) The residue scheme (if properly chosen) is quite good; some multiple input schemes may possibly be competitive.
(c) A promising approach is to combine the basic ideas of the residue and multiple input schemes; the r esulting "hybrid" scheme has lower cost than either of the two original schemes if the relevant parameters are correctly chosen.
We turn now to the specific numerical results. The "inputs" leading to these results are given in detail in sections 3-6 and appendix A ; at this point we only add to (i) and (ii) above the facts that (iii) only costs which vary between different equipment co nfigurations were considered, (iv ) the use of automatic transfer equipment was not considered, and (v) the possibility of memory-sharing between oading complexes vms not considered.
Condition (iii) is a natural one, since we are primarily interested in comparing different configurations. Auxiliary calculations (not given in this paper) show that the qualitative results reported above do not depend on (iv) and (v) .
As noted in Eection 1, a "theoretical minimum cost" is used as a yardstick against which the desirability of any proposed configuration can be measured. For this purpose we use the ratio R = (Cost of proposed conti.g.) -(:r~coretical minimum) (2.1) (TheoretICal mmunum) "N ear-optimal" configurations are those with small values of R. In the notation of the body of the report, (2.1) becomes (2.2)
Our specific numerical results are as follows : (a) The theoretical minimum (yearly variable) cost is about $2 ,050,000.
(b) For the simplex scheme, R is about 160 percent;
3 These schemes are descrihed as they arise later in tbe report i.e., the scheme costs abou t 2.6 times the theoretical minimum cost.
(c) For the Christmas Tree scheme, R is at least 69 percent; i.e., the scheme costs at least l.69 times the theoretical minimum cost.
(d) For the best residue scheme, R is about 8 percent.
(e) There are a great many ways in which the basic ideas of the residue and multiple input schemes can be combined. An anal~Tsis of the full range of possibilities would be beyond the scope of our study. We have, however, examined a rela tively simple class of systems of this type, in which each subsystem involves only two loading complexes in series; the optimal configuration within this class has R about 4-percent, which (i) compares fa vora bly with all other configurations studied, and (ii) indicates that investigation of more complicated systems would not be worthwhile.
(j) All multiple inpu t schemes with more than four subsystems (i.e., more than four series of loading complexes) have R at least 8 percent (but probabl~ substantially more); multiple input schemes with four subsystems have R at least 4 percent (but probably substantially more). We do not have a complete proof that multiple input schemes with fewer than four subsystems have excessively high values of R (in comparison with (d) and (e)), but strongly believe that this is the case. Each subsystem of such a configuration would involve nine or more loading complexes in series.
. Equipment Cost Data
Only those equipmen t costs which appeared likel~T to vary appreciably from one configuration to another were considered. The cost of coding the letters, for exampl e, was neglected on the grounds that in a code sort system, all letters to be sorted must be coded once and only once, regardless of how many readings or sorts they undergo.
The two pieces of equipment whose costs ,vere considered variable are the lo ading complexes and the modules of bins. Hereafter, the cost of bins for the sorted mail will be considered to include the costs of the corresponding conveyor, cart pockets, etc.
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The following tentative cost estimates were given by a representative of the manufacturer : Because (a) total equipment costs are somewhat lower than total personnel costs (see the three summands of (8. 6), for example) and (b) the estimates (3. 1) to (3.4) are only rough ones, it seemed permissible to be rather loose in our treatment of equip-ment costs. First, the end-piece costs are small rclative to other costs, and arc difficult to handle because of th e way in which t he number of endpieces depends on the particular placem ent of equipment. For these reasons, the end-piece costs have been neglected altogeth er. Second, there was appareo tly some doubt as to whether the extra loading compl exes of a multi-input sorter can actually be used in t he manner assLU11ed in the estimate (3 .3); for this reason we have disregarded (3 .3 ) and taken the cost of every loading complex to be $125,000. Our numerical work for specific sorting schemes is fairly sensitive to these decisions, but th e results of comparing different schemes arc not.
In summary, the equipment costs actually used in what follows are $2,000/modu1e of 30 bins $125,000/10ading complex (3.5) (3. 6) These are initial cosLs; yearly costs arc based on a 10-yl' amortization period.
Space Cost Data
The only space requirem enLs tak en into accounL 4 were those for Ll le loading complexes themselves, for bin s, and for Lhe sweepers' work area around them :
8.75 ft = lengLh of a loading complex. It is convenien t to combine space and eq uipmen t costs. From (3. 6) and (4 .5), r emembering the 10-yr amortization applying to (3. 6), we have $12,500 + $220 ~ $12,700 /loading complex/yr. (4 .7)
Similarly, from (3. 5) and (4.6 ) we have $200 + $220 = $420 /module of 30 bins/yr , so that we have $ 14/bin/yr.
(4.8)
Formulas (4.7 ) and (4 .8) are the o nes used 111 our .1nalys is.
Personnel Cost Data
The p ersonnel which appears to vary appreciably from one configuration to anotber is composed of 4 These gave t he cos ts which a ppeared like ly to var y a ppreciably from one configura tion LO another. As for sorts wh ich arc not follow ed by pouch in g (i.e., primary sorts to be foll owed by secondary sorts), we observe tha t th e acidiLional work involved in handling Lhe Lrays and feeding the lo adin g complexes for a secondary sorL appears to be of the same order of magni tude as tha t of pouching a similar quantity of mail . '1'h erefore, since we suppose tbe transfer b etween sorts to be nonau tomatic, we will take the cost of the personnel n eeded for thi s transfer to b e equal to that of a number of fioti Lious pouch ers given by (5.7).5 The average salary figure used is $ll,OOO /man-position/yr , (5 .8)
where a " man-position" requires more than one p erson because of the several shifts worked a nd til e 7 -day wed, involved .
. Mail Distribution
The particular mail di stribution ass umed in our numerical worl\: is a hypo thetical on e obtained by ,) In con t rast, the personn el requirrd fOl" initial loading on the primary sort is nearly independen t of the equipment configuration, and so i s not considered . modifying data of outgoing mail from Los Angeles. 6 It was decided that for a code sort machine, at least, all lo cal , postage due, uncancelled mail , etc., could be removed at the coding station. The mail listed as go backs and residue (about 4 %) was excluded from sorter input because of the difficulty of distributing it properly by destination. The mail distribution to the sorting system, therefore, consists approximately of what is left after these deletions, with the percentage of mail to each destination upgraded to bring the total to 100 percent, and the amount of mail to each destination upgraded to bring the total to 1,000,000 letters/hr.
(6.1)
Our distribution involves 1,600 destinations.
2)
The details of the distribution are given in appendix A; they involve some inconsequential grouping in the "tail" of the distribution.
Cost Formula
The three variables in the cost formula arc L = number of loading complexes, B = number of bins, and S = number of sweeper man-positions.
(7.1 ) (7.2) (7.
3)
The values of these variables can be found for any particular mail distribution and specified arrangement of equipment. (7.5) 6 N. C. Severo and A. E. Newman, A statistical chain ratio method for deter· mining the distribution of mail by destination (to be published).
General Minimum Cost Estimate
We will first derive a theoretical minimum cost estimate which is general in the sense that it does not depend on the particular distribution by destination s of mail, but only on the volume of mail; i.e., on the fact that the sorting system must be able to handle 1,000,000 letters/hr. Thus we have proved that $1,732 ,000 is an (approximate) minimum variable y earLy total cost for equipment, space, and personnel. The three summands in (8. 6) refer, respectively, to costs associated with loading complexes, bins , and personnel. We emphasize that this is a theoretical minimum cost; DO actual system can cost this li ttle.
N ext we will be a little more realistic (and a little less general), and use the following one fact about the particular mail distribution with which we deal : Each of the 700 least frequent destinations receive 60 or fewer letters/hr. On the one hand, they re-J , i ( , qULre at lea t 700 s\\"(:'eps/hr and t herefore y ield at least 700 stacks/hI'. On the other hand, th ese 700 destination accoun t fo r about 1.8 percen t of the total mail, and thus for 18,000 letters/hI' ; if these letters were arranged into stacks of size 60 (as was assumed in deriving (8.5)), then 18,000 /60 = 300 stacks/hI' , rather than 700, would r esult. Thus the argument leading to (8.5) underes tima tes the minimum possible number of stack s/hI' by 700 -300 = 400, and thus (using (5.2)) underestimates S b y 400 / 180 "", 2 sweep ers. (8.5) should b e replaced by S~95, (8. 7) and the corresponding modification of (8.6), after rounding, is O~ 1,76 1,000 , so that we have a minimum cost estimate of Oruin = $1,76 1,000 .
(8. )
The estimate (8.8) is still too "general " to use as a yardstick, and we shall usc instead a "d etailed minimum cost estima te" (based on th e detailed properties of the sp ecific mail distribution) which will b e d erived in section 9. This car e in choosing a yardstick might seen lmn ecessary, sin ce a "yardstick" is only a unit of measurement whose choice canno t affect which of two proposed sorting sys tems appears less costly. The choice of yardstick does, however, affect ou r decisions as to what constitu tes a significant difference in cost (e ither between two systems being compared or between a single system and a hypothetical "minim.um-cost" sys tem), and also as to what constitutes an allowabLe error in making simplifying approximations.
We shall use (8.8) primarily as a n a id in calculating the costs of the various systems studied . If, This constitutes the "add up" m ethod m en tion ed in sec tion 1.
. Detailed Minimum Cost Estimate
Our main goal in this section is to d erive a minimum cost estimate which makes detailed usc of the particular mail distribu tion we ar e tudyin g. The methods used in this d erivation will also tu rn out to b e h elpful in the a nalysis of some of the y tem s consider ed later in the report. R ead ing the first paragraph of section 12 may b e h elpful h er e.
All the systems studied later have the property that :
For each destination, either all mail to that d estina tion is sorted by d estination on t h e primary, or all mail to that destination goes into residue on the primary and i then given a secondary sort.
(9.1) W e shall therefore assume this property in (m entally) constructing a h ypoth etical " minimum-cost" system . Since this is to b e a minimum-cost system , we can also suppose (to minimize the cost of residu e bins) that :
All r esidue bins are operating at th eir m aximum capacity (see (5.5)) of 1,200 letter /hr.
(9.2) Once this assumption is made, it follows (i n order to minimize loading complex costs) t hat:
A letter which is to go into residue will be dropped into a residue bin b efore p assin g another lo ading complex.
( 9.3) The m ethod of estimating costs used in sec tion 8 depended on countlng the numbers of load ing complexes, bins, and sweepers, and adding up the r es ul ta nt costs. The approach used belo \v is flllldamentally diiferent, in t ha t it involves following every letter thro ugh t be system an d ass igning a n app ropriate cost at each stage of it progress. W e first consider a letter which enters t he system through som e load ing complex 271 and then (wi thou t being dropped ) passes a succeedi ng loading complex 2 2, This letter preven tS!/2 from workin g at its maximum capacity of 36,000 letters/hI' ; some other letter, which co uld otherwise have entered the system through 2 2 , will n w have to enLer the system through som e "extra" loading complex (in add iLion to th e minimal 28 complexes known to b e required by (8.3)). If we suppose (to minimize the number of extra complexes and thus the total cost of all extra complexes) that all extra complexes a rc opel' ating at capacity, then our original letter, by Pl'.ssing 2!2 has created a requirement of "1 / (36,000) of an extra loading complex." Since (by 7.4) each extra lo ading complex adds $12,700 to the system , w e are led to the following rule for usc in estimating the cost of our hypothetical systern :
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Assign a cost of 12,700 /36,000"'" .353 when ever a letter passes a loading complex.
(9.4) Suppose nmv that it is pos ible to divide each extra loading complex into 36,000 parts, each able to handle 1 letter/hr, and that it is possible to add enough of these p arts to each of the minimal 28 " nonextra" loading complexes required for the primary sort to ensure that these complexes operate at their full 36,000 letters/hr capacity. Such a policy would tend to decrease bin costs and, indirectly, sweeper costs (since bins which previously received fewer than 60 letters/hI' might now receive 60 or more; see (5 .3» . vVe therefore assume, for our hypothetical minimum-cost system, that this policy has been adopted, so that the primary sort involves 28 loading complexes (each possibly augmented by parts of extra loading complexes) all working at their maximum capacity. If we also make the "minimumcost" assumption that all IDading cDmplexes used fDr the secondary sort are .operating at maximum capacity, then we have a situatiDn in which:
AllIDading cDmplexes .operate at their maximum rate of 36,000 letters/hr.
(9.5) Thus any letter entering the primary or secDndary sort uses 1/ (36,000) .of the services .of the loading complex through which it enters, so that we have the fDllowing rule analDgDus to (9.4) :
Assign a cost of .353 whenever a letter enters the primary or secDndary sDrt.
(9.6) The essential assumption s made so far are (9 .1) , (9.2), (9.3), and (9.5 ). Before proceeding further , we pDint out that two of the (physically realizable) types .of sDrting configurations to be analyzed later actually do satisfy these assumptions. The simplex scheme (treated in sec . 10) satifies th em exactly, .obeying vacuously the conditions referring to residue ; the optinlal residue scheme found in section 12 satisfies them very nearly. Thus these schemes can be treated by the method developed below. 7 There is no need (see sec. 10) for such a detailed treatment of the simplex scheme. We shall treat the residue scheme, however; in fact , since the methods of this section are less obviously correct than is the " count the sweepers, bins, and loading complexes" apprDach, we will later analyze the residue scheme using each approach separately and verify that the same answer is .obtained in both cases.
Returning to the analysis, we define j i= fraction of the mail which goes to the ith destination (9.7) and consider whether or not letters to the ith destination should gD into residue on the primary sort. For this purpose it is convenient to define
and to note that (by (6.1» if 1,000 ,000jt :S;60 , (9 .8) .otherwise, 1,000,000 j t= number of letters/hI' to the ith destinatiDn (9 .9)
In additiDn, from (7.4) and (5.2) we are led to the rule:
Assign a (personnel) cost of 14,670/180 = 81.50 for each stack to be swept.
(9.10)
If letters to the ith destination go into residue, then the total cost to be assigned tD each such letter as it travels thrDugh the sorting system can be calculated in the following way. The letter enters the primary and secondary sorts, so (9.6) yields a loading complex cost of 2 X (.353 ). By (9 .3) , there is no cDntribution from (9.4) . By (9 .2) and (7.4), the letter shDuld be " charged" 14/1,200 for its use of a residue bin . By (5.5) and (7.4 ), assuming 10'jt :S; 1,200 , it should be charged 14/ 10'jt for its use .of a bin in the secondary sort. By (5.1) and (9.10) it should be charged 81.50 /60 for the sweep of its residue bin, while by (5.1 ), (5.3) and (9.10) it shDuld be charged 81.50 / V t for the sweep .of its bin in the secondary sort. Adding together these partial costs and defining C(jt) = CDst to be assigned to a letter to the ith destinatiDn , if such letters go in tD residue, (9.11 ) ..,ve have
(if 10'ji :S; 1,200).
(9.12)
Next we want tD calculate the analogous cost if letters tD the ith destinatiDn do not go intD residue for a secondary sort. The primary sort of .our hypothetical system now consists of 28 (possibly augmented) IDading complexes in series, each follDw ed by a row of bins (some of which may be residue bins); this series arrangement involves no loss in generali ty, since any other arrangement can be obtained as a special case. 8 We note first that bins for the ith destinatiDn are spacedlmiformly thrDugh the primary (except possibly at the end).
(9.13) To see why this is so, suppose for example that it is fOlmd that the first bins for the i th destinatiDn should be placed after the third IDading complex. Then in view of (9.5 ) , the si tuation regarding this destination is the same beginning with the fourth loading complex as it was beginning with the first complex, and for the same reasons as before we would find that th e next bins for the destination should be placed as far after the fourth complex as the first bins were placed after the first complex. Thus we can define n t= number of loading complexes between successive appearances in the primary of bins fDr the ith destination . (9.14)
In view of (9.5) , a letter tD the ith destination is equally likely to pass 0, 1, 2, . . . , n t-1 complexes, each with a probability l /n t, so that the average cost contribution due to (904 ) is = 0.1765 (n i-I ) , i .e. , for n ,~0 .12 3 1 /~j;,
where the formula for the s um of an arithmetic progression has b een used . There is a contribution of .353 due to (9.6). then the lette r should be charged (see (9. 11 )) 81.50 /V',' for the sweep of its bin . Adding together these par t ial costs and defining C(jt' n i) = cost to b e assigned to a l etter to the ith destination , if such letters are so rted directly on the primary, (9. 17 ) we have
IVe have now developed the formulas n eeded to investigate whether or not mail to a given des tinat ion should b e put into residue. It is convenient to divide the d estinations into three classes: Class 1. Class 2. Class S. 1,000,000 f i :::;60, 60 < 1,000 ,000 f i :::; 1,200 , 1,200 < 1,000,000 f i' In each class , the " into-resid ue" cost (I(ji) should be compared with the " not-in to-residue" cost CUi, n t ) evaluated at that value of the system design paramo eter n i which minimizes it.
Analysis of class 1. Since the first alternative of (9 .8) holds, (9. 12) yields
Since the first alternatives of (9. 15) and (9.16) apply, this fun ction of x is increasing (i. e. , its derivative is positive) in the ran ge (9.22) and is > O at X= 129 .1 ; thus it is positive throughout the range (9 .22) , which shows that even if the first alternative of (9.21 ) holds, mail to the ith destination s hould go in to residue . Thus in our minimum-cost system , all mail to class 1 destinations should go into residue. For our parti cular mail distribution (see app . A) th e class 1 d estinations are destinations 901 to 1,600, and these 700 destinations receive 18,080 l etters/ hr. These letters lead via (9.6 ) to a cost of cost system class 1 destinations involve a total cost () f approximately The first alternative of (9.15) holds, but either alternative of (9.16) may apply, so that (9. 18) yields
As in the analysis of class 1, the function given in (9.25) is a decreasing ftmction of n i for (9.27 ) and is increasing for higher val ues of n i' On the -other hand, the function given by (9.26) is a decreasing fLmction of n i for n i ::; 0 .04713 /~~ (9.28 ) a nd is increasing for higher valu es of ni' For further analysis it is convenien t to divide class 2 into subclasses, depending on the relative positions of ni= 0 .1231/"'/]; (where t h e fun ction given by (9.25 ) has its minimum), n i= 0 .0471 3/, /j; (where the function given by (9.26) has its minimum), and n i= 1 , 680 / 10~i (where th e formula for C(ji, n i) changes from (9.25) to (9.26)). This subdivision leads to It turns out that th e first form is the smaller, so that, combining the first form with (9.24), we have 90 (9.31 ) which shows that mail to the ith destination should go into residue if (9.3 1) holds.
For our particular mail distribution, destinations 526 to 900 are th e ones obeying (9.31); these 375 destinations receive 40 ,250 letters/hI', leading to a cost of 2 X (. 3 53 associated with sweeps of r esidue bins and secondary bins. Adding these, we find that in our hypothetical minimum-cost system the mail to des tinations obeying (9.31) has a total associated cost of approximately $143 ,500 . (9.32)
B efor e proceeding further , we will write out explicitly a principle which will be helpful in much of th e following work. The correctness of th e principle could b e pro ved analytically in each situation in which we invoke it, but su ch proofs would b e lengthy and rep etitious, and so we co n tent ourselves h ere with stating the principle (which is intuitively evid en t anyhow). Informally, the principle simply r ecognizes th e fact that bins for destinations receiving a goo d deal of mail should appear rather frequently in t h e primary of our minimum-cost system (i.e., n i will be small), bins for destinations r eceiving less mail should appear less frequently , (i.e., n i will b e larger), and ther e is a "threshhold t" such that th e destinations whose mail is pu t in to residue are precisely those which receive fewer than t letters/hI'. Formally : Suppo se i t is b est in our minimum-cost system that mail to th e ith destination not go in to residue, and suppose that (ni)Opt is the best value of n;. Then for an y other destination with j ,'2j;, it is bes t that mail to this destination also no t go into residue, and furth ermore (nj)opt::; (ni)Opt.
(9.33) R eturning to th e analysis, we now con sider th e class 2a destinations not obeying (9.31); i.e., those for which 168.2::; 1,000 ,000 j i: :; 186.3. (9.34) For these destinations, the function of j i given in (9.30) is negative, bu t we cannot automatically con .. clude that m ail to these destinations should no t go into residue. The difficul ty is that we t reated ni a s a continuous variable in finding 0Ui, ni)mln, whcr eas in fact n i mus t b e a positive integer. VV e therc10re define (for fuedji) O(Ji, n i)~~~)= minimum of 0Ui, n;) for all positive integer values of n i; (9.35) th e valu e of n i yielding OUi, n i)~i~) will be one of th e integers between which the ni yielding OUi' ni)mln li es. W e begin at the "top " of (9.34) , with 1,000 ,000 ji= 186 .3.
The valu e of ni yielding 0U" 11 i) mln is For our particular ma il distribu t ion , there a rc no de tinations in t he na rrow range (9.3 7) . The cost associated with des tinatio ns obeyin g (9.3 ) will not be fou nd h ere, slnce i t can more co nveni ently be combined with th e cos t found for class 2b.
Analysis oj etass 26. W e lmow t hat mail to Lilese destinations do es not go into r esidu e. Also , we kn ow that at the " bottom " of class 2b (i.e. , 10'1i= 186 .3) we have (n i)0I> t= 9, an d froUl (9.33) we can exp ect that as we search " upward" t hrough class 2b (i.e., examine s uccessively larger values of j i) we will reach a point wher e (ni)Opt ch anges from 9 to 8. Our immediate aim is to find this lurnover point .
W e find t ha t for 186 .3:S 1 0~!t.:S 186.7, O(Ji, 8) and 0(1;, 9) are both given by (9.25), so that OUt, 9) = 1.7650 + (29 7 . 1 / 10~i) O(1i' 8) = 1.5885 + (33 4.3 / 10~i) (9.40) so tha t (n i) Ol>t is either 9 or 10 . From (9.24) we have Thro ughout the range 0(1;, 9) is smaller, so that S ubstitu ting n i= 9 and n i= 10 into the applicable choices of (9.25 ) and (9.26 ) (since 1,680/10'ii= 9+, n;=9 goes into (9.25 ) and n ;= 10 in to (9.26 », we obtain costs of approximately 3.34 for ni= 9, 3.51 for ni= 10 , so that (ni)0I>t= 9 and mail to destinations obeying (9.36) sho uld no t go into residu e in our hypothet ical minimum-cost system . W e n ote for future rc1e rence that, by (9.33 ), all destinations in classes 2b a nd 3 should not h ave their mail sen t into residue, a nd that throughou t these classes (11 i) oPt ;::: 9. ' Ve now con tinue " down" through (9.34), cons iderin g lower valu es of j t. Throu ghou t (9.34), so tha l (11 i) opt is either 9 or 10; also, throughout (9.34) \\'e have 1,680j10'ii= 9+, so that 11i= 9 must be s ubstituted into (9.25 ), n i= 10 must be subs tituted in to (9.26) , and the resul ts compared with t he result of (9 .24). S ince t his yields 0(1;, 9) = 1.7650 + (297 .l j10'ii), O(1i, 10) = 3.2998 + (39. 2/10fji)' we fi nd (using (9.24) also) that mail should go in to r es idu e for 168.2 :S 1,000 ,000 j i:S 169.6 (9.37) and should no t go into resid ue for 169 . 6 < 1,000 ,000 j i :S 186.3, (9.38) and also t hat in (9.38). W e can contin ue to sea rch upwards th roug h class 2b , looking n ext for th e tut'llover from (n t) 0IH= 8 to (n i) 0I>t= 7, eLc. The resul ts of t hi s sear ch are given in table 1 which incl udes t he class 2a destinations obeying (9.38) . The q ua ntily l0'ii has been rounded.
The first three columns of ta ble 1 a re indep endent of the particular mail distribution . Th e first, third , fourth , a nd fifth columns can be u sed to d erive a cost figur e in tIte following way : For each row, the fourth en try shows how many destinations are involved and the first entry enables us to find how many bins to each destinaL ion appear in our minimum-cost system. If (9.25) hold s, th en these bins are each swept once an hour, w hereas if (9.26) holds then the mmlber of sweeps involved is the sam e as that used in derivin g (8 .7) ; we can use t he fifth en tries of the rows involv in g (9.25) to find Lhe numbers of "extra sweepers" involved (see (8. 11 » and then multiply th is co nt ribu tion to !1S by 14,670 in accordance with (8. 12) . Finally, we can use the firs t and fifth columns, together with (9.4) and (9.6), to assign a loadin g complex cos t to each row. The r es ul t 9 is a total cost of about , D ifferen t methods of associating integral nu m bers of bins with values of n; which arc n ot divisors of 28 were tested and found to change (9.42) only negligibly. W e can work " upwards" through class 3 just as we did in class 2b, b eginning with (n i) opt = 2; the only new complication is that possible transitions to (9.45 ) must b e allowed for. It turns ou t that th e change from (nt)opt= 2 to (n t) opt= 1 occurs for 10'1t= 1,6 14 (i.e., at d estination 119 in our particular mail distribut ion) and that the cost associated with class 3 destinations is $1,397,000 . (9.46 ) ing of a single loading complex followed by 1,600 bins, one for each of the 1,600 destinations. Assuming the 1,000 ,000 letters/hI' divid e equally (on the average) among th e 28 subsystems, we find that a bin corresponding to one of th e 114 most frequ en t destinations will receive 60 or more let· ters/hr, whereas a bin corresponding to one of the (1,600 -114)= 1486 least frequent will receive fewer than 60. There arc 1,486 X 28 = 41 ,600 bins in th e system which correspond to these las t 1,486 des tinations, and by (5.3) these bins give rise to 41,600 stacks/hr. These last 1,486 d estinations receive only 27.6 percent of the total mail (276,000 letters/hI') and so, if all stacks consisted of 60 letters (the basis on which (8.5) was d erived ), they would give rise to only 276,000 /60 = 4,600 stacks/hr. /::, .C= (14) X (44,000) + (14,670) X (203 ) = 3,594,000 , (1 0.4) Finally, we add up (9.23) , (9 .32), (9 .42), and (9.46 ) so that, by (8.8) and (8. 13), to obtain (after rounding off) a total of C!in = $2 ,046 ,000 (9.47)
as the approximate cost of our hypothetical minimum-cost sys tem . This is then onr theoretical minimum cost, to b e used as a yardstick in d ealing with proposed sorting configurations . It is significantly larger than (8 .8) .
The general approach used in this section constitutes the " fo ll ow through" method m ention ed in section 1.
Simplex Scheme
The first sorting sch em e we examine is also the simplest. The sorting system consists of a numb er of essentially independ ent subsystems, each consistc= Cmin + (!:" C') = 5,355,000 , and by (9.47), Thus on a cost basis the simplex scheme sho uld definitely be rej ected . The excessive cost com es primarily from personnel, i. e., from the second summand in (10.4) .
Christmas Tree Scheme
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This might also b e called the "square root" schem e. In our case the square root of the number On this basis we can reject th e Christmas Tree Schem e. Again personnel costs arc the major factor .
Residue Scheme
In thi~ sys tem the primary sort consists of sorting letters chrectly to those destinations which receive a relatively large fraction of the mail, while dropping all letters to t he l ess " frequ ent" destinations into ft relatively small numb er of residue bins which arc th en given a secondary sort by des tin~tion . The purpose of this maneuver is to avoid having a large n~ber. of sweep~ (c.orresponding to infrequent des tUla tlOns) TesulLmg m small stacks; su ch sweeps lead to exceSSlve personnel cos ts. ~h e sys~em . i s determin ed by statin g definitely whlCh destmatlOn s arc to be considered "infrequ ent" (so that mail to them goes in to r esidue) and whi ch are to b e considered " frequ ent ." W e therefore define a system d esign parameter t= threshold; th e i th destination is frequent if 106ji? t, infrequen t if106ji< t ; (12.1) the value of t is to b e chosen so as to minimize the cost of the system. As before, jj= fraction of mail which goes to the i th destination. (12.2) W e shal~ determine til e optimal value of t by two methods (m 0 rder to cbeck th eir fl,gr eem ent). First we appl:y:the " follow through" approach of section 9. The r~s ldu e scheme certainly satisfies (9. 1) and (9.3); If well-designed, it will very n ea rly satisfy ( 9.~) and. (9.5) a,swcll. We will therefore proceed as III sectlOn 9. fhe numb er of letters/hr to the i th destination in each of the 28 primary subsy tems is W e find that C(n-CU;, 1) is n egative (i.e. , it is less expensive to put mail to the i th destination into residue) for 10 V"i~8 6 3 and is positive for 10 6 fi?' 864. Thus th e optimal t is .
(12 .6) which for our particular mail cI istribution corresponds to destination] 96 . Next we apply t he " acid up" rn ethocl based on (8. 12). Firs t we defin e two relevant quan tities, depending on t, by j\Tt= number of frequ ent destinations, Vt= llumber of letters/hI' to frequ ent destinations,
lOl'rhe cost esti mate wOlllel he CY('ll higher if we Look inio·accoont the indh'is4
Ibility of t he 30-bin modUles.
SO that (since our situation involves in all 1,000 ,00 0 letters/hI' and 1,600 destinations).
1,600 -Ne= the number of infrequent destinations, 1,000,000 -V e= number of letters/hI' to infrequent destinations. Th e frequent destinations receiving 60 01' more letters/hI' on each of the 28 primary subsystems, require no m~)I·.e sweeps than was ass umed in calculat ing the mlllunum cost. The same holds for secondary sweeps of mail to the infrequent destinations. The extra sweeps therefore arise (a) from sweeping the residue bins and (b ) from the primary sweeps of frequen t destina tions rece iving fewer than 60 l etters/hr on each of the 28 primary-sorting subsystems; the frequent destina tions described in (b) are those receiving fewer than (28) X (60) = 1,680 letters/hI' in all, a nd thus those whose mail frequencies are less than 0.168 percent . In our actual mail distribution, 114 destinations have frequencies of 0.168 percent or more, and these destinations account for 72.40 percent of the total mail. Thus N t -114 = numbel' of destinations of the type (b), (12 .9) V t -724,000 = hourly volume of mail to these destinations.
(12.10)
The destinations described III (b) thus lead to approxima tely
(Nt -114 )/180 sweepers
II Some extra bins may be required in order to satisfy (5. 5), but their cost is neg ligible.
--I I of which (( V t -724 ,000 (1 2.12)
The error involved in using (12 .7) is atmostunity, leading to an error of at mo st 13 ,100 in (12.12) and thus to an error of less than 1 percent in (C-C!in) /C!in. W e therefore substitute (12.7) into (12. 12) getting 6..C~2,660 N t -3 .081 V 1+2,456,400. (12.13 ) To minimize 6..C quickly (we omit the rigorous justification of the following method), equate the differential of the right side of (12.13) to zero:
Since N t increases in steps of size 1 (each step involving shifting the status of one destination from " infrequent" to "frequent"), we set dNt = 1 and obtain dV1= (2,660)/3.081 ~863 letters/hI '. (12.14) Since the increment in 11t du e to one extra " frequent" destination is simply the expected hourly volume of mail to that one destination , (12.11 ) tells us that for the approxima te minimization of 6..C, the last of the " frequent" destinations should obey 1O:f i= 863 , so that (sec (12 .1)) (12.15) in near-perfect agr eement with the result (12.6) obtained by the " follow through" method . For our particular mail distribution this "cutoff" occurs b etween destinations 196 and 197, and after obtaining the value of 11t corresponding to N t= 196 from appendix A and substituting into (12.14) we find (rounding) that Using (12. 11 ) we find that the cost of personnel is again the main cost factor. The optimum given by (12.15) (i .e., given by a, "cutoff" between destinations 196 and 197) is not a very sharp one; the cutoff can occur as low as about destination 165 or as high as d estination 225 without raising (G-C ! in)/G,!;n to more than 0.5 percent above its minimum.
Multiple-Input Schemes
In these sch emes, the sorting system con sists of a number of identlcal subsystem s, each receiving its input from a number of loading complexes arranged in series. More precisely, each subsys tem con sists of a first loading complex followed by a first row of bins for some (but not all) destinations, then a second loadin g complex 12 followed by a second row of bins for some dcstinations (not necessarily the same ones as in thc first row), . . . , a nd fmally a last load ing complex followed by a last row of bin s for all 1,600 destinations.
Consider some particular sorting sy stem of this type; call it system 1, and let M = numbel' of subsys tems of system 1. 03 .1) Let system 2 b e obtained from system 1 by replacin g, with resldu e bins, Lhe last 700 bins of the last row of each s ubsystem (these bins corrcspond to destinatio ns 900 to 1600 , which for our mail distribu tion are the ones r ecc iving fewer than 60 letters/hr). rrhe res idu e then requires a secondary sort. Let R = numb el' of residu e bin s/subsystem for s.vstem 2 .
( 13.2) ~T e will compare the costs of sys t em 1 and sys tem 2; let L1, B I , SI, GI , L2, B2, S 2, ('2 denote the res pec tive values of L, B, S, G, for the two systems.
Destinations 900 to 1,600 r eceive about 1.8 percent of the mail, or 18,000 letter s/hI' ; this is less than the 36,000 letters/hr capacity of a loadi ng complex; and so only one complex is need cd for th e secondary sort:
'1'110 700 M bins u sed fo r des tinations 900 to 1,600 in the last rows of t he subsystems of sy stem 1 are replaced in system 2 by RAlresiclue bins plus 700 bin s [or the secondary sort, and so " Some cf the letters inserted by the first loading com plex (na mely, letters to those des ti nations for which bins were not pro vided in the first row of bi ns) will stil l be on the convcyor as it passes the second loadi ng complex. Thus the seco nd loadi ng co mplex of each Sli hsvstem wi II not opera te at i ts full rate (36,000 letters/hI') and the same hold s for t ile t hird, fourth, etc. loading complexes of each sn bsystem.
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The above-me ntioned 700 ~VJ bins [01' ys lem 1 eHch l'e ce lved fewer than 60 lette rs/ hI' , and so toge ther required 700 lV! sweeps/ hr. For system 2, lhe 700 secondary bins together r equire 700 wee ps/ hr. As for th e RM r es idu e bins, R is eho en a,s sm all a possible, so that each residu e bin (excepl possibl y for the last one on each subsy stem) recei ves a t leas t 60 letters/hr; the residue bins receive 18,000 letters/ hI' and thus require approximately 18,000 /60 ~ 300 s weeps/hI'.
Thus we have, using (5 .2), The analog of (8. 12) which applies to our situalion (8 1-8 2), ( 13.6) a nd so, by (13 .3), (13.4) , and (13.5) we hav€'
Cl -G2 ~67 , 000M-14RM-I04 , 000 .
( 13.7) Sin ce R is chosen as small as (5.5) (1 :3.8)
One rather sweepin g conrIu sion whi ch can b e drawn from (13.8 ) is lhat no multiple input scheme with mOTe than one subsystem (i.e., with Af > !) can be ,)ptimal. To prove t bis, take tlte system in question fl S the "system I " of the above di scussion . Since .14> 1, (13.8) shows tha t GI -('2 > 0 and thus that ('2 < 0 1 ; since system 2 cos ts less than sys tem 1, the la tter cannot b e optimal . We could u se this arg ument to eliminate multiple input sch emes with 114> 1 from further di scuss ion , 'if we were going later to examine the "systems 2. " Unfortunately, tlte analysis of su ch systems, which combin e clemen ts of th e multiple input and residue sch emes, appears too complicated to be attempted here (the difficulties of even r elatively simple system s of this ty pe will become apparent in sec. 14andapp. C ). V?ecan , however, use (13.8) to eliminate all multiple input systems (i.e., all "system s 1") with M ? 7. T o do thi s, we note first that G2> Gm;n, so that together with (13.8) and lY [ ? 7 , lhis implies tha t so that system 1 is at best n egligibly less cos tly than (actually mOTe costly ; see footnote 13 , p . 96) th e system to be found in section 14, for which (see can handle at most (14.24) ) 0"",366,000 (13 .9)
Now we want to examine multiple-input schemes with M ~ 6 (i.e., with six or fewer subsystems) . It is convenient to define NM = number of destinations receiving fewer than 60M letters/hI', (13.10)
W. 1/ = number of sweeps associated with these destinations in calculating O!n. (13.11 )
Each such destination receives fewer than 60 letters/ hI' (and thus requires at least one sweep/hI') for each subsystem, so that together these destinations require at least MN M sweeps/hI' for the en tire system. Thus (13.12)
For 1\1= 6 we find MNM "'" 7,620, lVM "'" 2,140, so that, by (S.12), t:..0?,14,670 X 5,4S0/1S0 "",447,000 (for M = 6) . (13.13 ) By comparison with (13.9) , systems with 111= 6 are eliminatedY For M = 5 we find MNM "'" 6,150, By comparison with (13.9) , systems with }.!{= 5 are eliminated . These relatively simple arguments are not ade· quate to deal with the schemes with .1\1l < 4. Consider first the situation . 1\1l= 4. Here MNu ""' 4, 720, WM ""' 1, 710 so that in this case the system can be eliminated bv c?m~arison with (13 .9) . The other possible al termltIve IS that each subsystem contains no more than seven loading complexes. Seven loading complexes 13 The same argumen t, if applied to 1"'= 7, yields LlC:e:552 000 a much stronger result t han the one found earlier (the display fi rst above (13.9)'. 7 X 36,000 = 252,000 letters/hI', and each of the four subsystems must handle 1,000,000 /4= 250,000 letters/hI', so seven complexes/subsystem are n eeded, all working close to capacity; i.e. , th e input of each loading complex in a subsystem must be nearly all dropped in the following row of bins in order for the n ext loading complex to have a nearly empty conveyor belt. This clearly requires at least 200 bins after each of the first 6 complexes in each subsystem; the seventh loader is followed by 1,600 bins (one for each destination) so that t:..B= B -S40 ?,4 X ((6 X 200) + 1,600)-S40 = 10,360 ; (13.19) from (13 .16), (13.19) and (8.12) we obtain 0?,390,000, so that the system is eliminated by comparison with (13.9) . Thus systems with M = 4 are eliminated.
We have not been able, within th e limits of time and effort reasonably assignable to this particular point,t4 to devise. a mathematical proof that multiple mput systems WIth M = 1,2, or 3 can be eliminated because of excessive cost. (The difficulties encountered, and the reason for their occurrence for small values of M , are discussed in the n ext paragraph.) Nevertheless, we strongly believe that such systems are excessively costly. This belief is based on auxiliary calculations which will not be reproduced here, and also in general on our exp erien ce with the other paTts of this study. Roughly the. situa tion is this: In each subsystem, most of th~ mail must be dropped out fairly soon after it enters the subsystem, for otherwise the inpu t from many of the loading complexes would be cut substantially below 36,000 letters/hI', so that a large number of loading complexes (whose cost would be excessive) would be required to pass the required 1,000 ,000 letters/hour into the system. Such an early dropou t of most mail, however, would require a large number of bins, many of which would receive fewer than 60 letters/hI' and thus (see (5.3) and (5.4)) involve " inefficient sweeping" ; the cost of bins and sweepers (especially the latter) would then be excessive.
The difficulties encountered for small values of M (i.e., for systems with a small number of subsystems) stem from the fact that in such cases each subsystem must contain a relatively large number of loading complexes; for M = 3, for example each subsystem contains at least 9 such compl exes,' while for M = 1 we have a single lon g subsystem with at least 28 loading complexes in series . The first cause of difficulty is that the brmulas involved in the analysis of a subsystem with n loading complexes " E specially since th e configuration ionnd in section 14 is so n earl y optimal.
become more and more complicated as n increases.
(See Appendix B for more detail. ) For n;::: 9, for example (i. e., for .1 11::;; 3), i t is still possible to use these formulas in making calcula t ions for anyone given subsystem , but is extrem ely diJficult to use th em in comparing a large numb er of possible subsystems; this latter pro blem is of course, tile one which actually arises in our work. The second cause of diffic ulty is the enormous number of system s to be compared , when the value of n is high (i.e. , when }.II is low) ; thi s number is in fact (d = numb er of destinations), and sin ce d= l,600 i t is clear that even if 99 percent of the possible systems co uld b e eliminated on some common-sense grounds, the number remaining for analysis (if 11 is moderately large) would still lbe as tronomical.
Multiple Input and Residue: Double Loading
Th e "multiple input and residue " sc hemes, combinations of two of t he proposed schemes whi ch we have analyzed earlier , are like mul tiple input sc hemes except t hat som e of the bins may b e assigned to r esidue; this res idue then requires a secondary sor t. We t herefore speak of " primary subsystem s" and "secondary subsystem s."
There is a g reat variety of s ubclasses of this typ e of schem e, and with in anyone subclass t he a nalysis required to d etermine the optimal choi ce of th e relevant parameters a ppears to be quite difficult. We will m ake a detailed analys is only of a relatively simple subclass; the result tUI'l1S out to be a system so n early optimal (see (14.25)) that investigation of more complicated system s is clea rly notworthwhile.
We cons ider " mu l tiple input and r esidue" schemes which are determined by two parameters, j and k (with j < k) , in the following way: Each primary subsystem con tains two lo ad ing complexes. The firs t complex of each primary subsystem is followed by bins for each of the " typ e 1" destinations 1, 2, and also by residue bins for , J, (14.1 ) the "type 3" d estinations k + 1, lc+ 2, . . . , 1,600, (14.2) Thus th at part of the first compl ex's input consistin g of mail to the "type 2" destinations j + 1, j + 2, . . . , k (14 .3)
does not get sorted until after the conveyor passes the seco nd complex. The second complex of each primary subsystem is fo ll owed by bins for type 1 97 and type 2 destinations, and residue bins for th e type 3 d estinations. vVe wish to choose j a nd k so as to minimize the cost of the system. "Ve will use the nOlation j i= fraction of mail to desLination i; (14.4) the destinations are so ord e red that
We also set The input to the first loading complex of each primary s ubsystem is the usual 36,000 letters/Ill' , but only a fraction F j + (1-F k ) of these (colTespon ding to types 1 and 3) get dropped before the seco nd complex, so that th e input to t he second complex is and th e input to each primary system is 36, 000 + 36,000 (l + F j-F k ) = 36,000 (2+ F j-Fk ) letters/hr.
Th erefore the required number oj primary subsystems is about so that the munbe!' of load in g complexes for the primary subsystems is about while the res idue of 1,000,000 (l -F k) le tLers/hr reqUires loadin g complexes for secondary sort. Thus
The type 3 destinations are divided in to groups a,s for the residue schem e (sec. 12) ; th e numb er of these groups is given b y (14.7 ) . The secondary subsystems together contain one bin for each type 3 destination, or l,600 -1 c bins in all. Each primary s ubsystem contains j + k bins for separate destinations (j bins before the second loading complex, k bins after it) , and also two residue bins for each group (one before t he second compl cx,~o n e after it). Hence, u sin g (14.6) and (14.7) ,
Having found !1L and t::,B , we still have the more complica ted task of finding lJ.S. The sweeps of bins of the secondary sort r equire no extra sweepers. The extra sweep ers are r equired (a) in sweeping the r esidue bins/ 5 (b) in sweeping tho se bins (if any) bejore th e second loading complex which r eceive f~wer than 60 let ter s/hI ' , and (c) in sweeping those bms af ter the second complex which receive fewer t han 60 let ters/hI'. There are 1,000 ,000 (1-F,,) letters/hI' goin g to the residue bins, and so 15 th e contribution of (a) to !1S is approximately (using (5.1 ) and (5.2» 1,000 ,000 (1 -F ,,)/ (60 X 180).
(14 .10)
The an alysis of th e con tribution of (b) to !1S dep ends upon th e fa ct that, for our m ail distribution only destina tions 1 to 114 receive 60 or more letters! hI' ou t of 36,000 letters/hI' (th e inpu t of th e first loading complex of a primary subsystem ). Th e contribu tion of (b) Thus we have a con tribu tion of (b) to !1S of approxi mately
The con tribution of (c) t o !1S arises from two sources. First, ther e are th e typ e 1 destinations (if a ny ) which r eceive fewer than 60 letters/hI' af ter th e 15 It is assumed that the parameters arc so chosen thut all residue bins receive at least 60 1ctters/h r.
16 For 1/ (2+ F ; ) is the fraction of mail entering the system which ent.,-. through th e fiTst loading complexes of t he prim ary subsystems_ second loading complex of each primary subsystem . To handle these, we defin e a n ew variable m, dependen t on j and k , by destina tion m = (last destina tion for which 36,000 sweeps, of which (see the deriva tion of (14 .12» are extra. Thus we have a contribu tion to !1S from th e first source of (c), of a pproximately 000 , ::; j . (14. 15) Second , there are th e t yp e 2 des tinations -which rece ive fewer than 60 lett ers/hI' after the second complex (i.e., th e input from both complexes adds up to fewer than 60 letter s/hr). T o handle t hese, we introduce another new vari able n, also depend en t on j and k, by destination n = (las t destinat ion for which 36 ,000 (2+ F j -F k 
)} n> 60). (14 .16 )
The con t ribution to t::,S from th e second source of (c) is then (14 .17 ) reasoning as in th e derivations of (1 4.12) and (14 .15) we find the con tribu tion to !1S from the second source of (c) to b e approximately OOO , if j:::;n~k (14. 18) and to b e approxima tely This completes th e deri va tion of th e approximate formula fo r t::,S. A t this poin t it is conveni en t to spli t !1 C in to t wo par ts, (14.20) where t::, lC r epresen ts th e eff ects of t::,L , !1B , and th e contribution of (a) to t::,S, wher eas !12C represen ts th e eff ects of the con tribu tions of (b) and (c) By (8.12) and (14.10) , Ll/"'= 12, 700 (LlL) (14 .22 ) whe re the 10wN-ord er-of-magnitud e quantity (l.512 X 10 5 )k (F k -F j ) has been dropped from the num erator of (14. (e-e,~;,,j (':';n) =4%. The minimum is a rather insC'n siti ve on e; if .i is chosen anywhere between rou ghly 90 a nd 150 th en (ass umin g k is properly chosen) (C-C'/':.;o) / C,~;o will be less t han 0.5 p erce nt a bovc its minimum. The an alysis given above (a nd con tinued in a pp . 0 ) has cmployed the "add up " m eLho d only , deliberately avoiding any use of t he " follow throu gh " approach of section 9. W e conelude this section by showing how the " follo w thro ugh" m ethod can b e ll sC'd (i) to reduce substan tially th e calculations of a ppendix 0, and (ii) to provid e rath er good approximation s to the optimal (j, !c)-pa ir , (14.23). Ou r a l'g ulTI cn t will show that .1 a nd k should b e chosen to ob ey ] as a n approximation Lo a n opLimal choice, we find th a t for these values (c-C:'in) /C'!;n is less 11 lL would also y ield a quick elimina tion of cases 1 to 5 in appendix U .
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jf ] Olj i~863, th en the i tll d estinaLion h o ule! noL b e :1 type 1 destinat ion (14.27) For, we found in the "simple" res icl LI e sc hemr of section 12 tha t if 10lji ~ 863 then mail to -t he·it h d estin at ion should go in to r es idu c rather than r eceive iLs final sor t in the primary. Since t hi s applied after on e loading complex operating at full capacity (and Lh us applies after t he first complex of eac h of our primary subsystem s h ere), there is even more r eason for it to apply a fter a loading complex o perating below capacity (such as th e second com plex: in each of our primary subsystem s) . Thus it would be better to h ave the i th d estination as typ e 3 Lhan as Lype 1, and so (14. 27) is proved. Of course, it migh t b e still better to h ave th e i th destination in type 2, a nd t hi s is Lhe n ext ques tion to be co nsidered.
If t he i Lh dest ination is tak cn to be type 2, t hen (according to (9. 14) a nd (9. 17)) the cost associated with a leLter to i t would b e d enoted C(ji, 2). Th e for mula (9.1 ) for C ([;, ni) was d erived assum in g all prima ry loading complexes operating at capacity; t his fo rln ula Lher efo r e prov idrs a lower bound for CUi, n i) in ou r actual sys tem , so tha t the sp ecial case (9.25) of (9. 1 ) yields CU i, 2) ;::: 0 .5295 + (l.:3:n X 1O -3 /.fi) (if 1 Olji ~ 840).
(14.28) If, o n t he oLher hand, t he ith desLination is taken to b e type 3, t hen (accord ing to (9.11 » th e appropriate cost is d enoLed CCti)' Except for a n egl igi ble co rrect ion du e to possible v iolation of (9.2), the formu L a (9.12) still appli C's, y ieldin g as in ( 9. i .e., if 10 lji~455, th en the i th d estin at io n sho uld be tak en as typ e 3 rather tha n ty pe 2. (14.:30 )
From (14.30) we have 10Ij'k > 455, whic h for our particu 1a r mail distribu tion y ields lc ~ 28l.
Next we r eeall that in th e discuss ion in srction 9 (sec (9.46» the change from (ni)ont = 2 Lo (ni)Opt = ] occ urred for 10lji= 1,6 14; t ha t is, for 10lji;::: 1,614 it was bet ter to sort a lette r to t he it h destin at ion directly after it en ters th e system , ra ther th an either to put it in to res idu e or to send i t on pasL another loade r compl ex:. In ou r current situa tion this cond i tion mu st b e alte red to take accoun t of the fact that Lh e second loading complex of each subsystem operates at only a fra ction l + F j-F k of capacity .
We find thus that for ( 10~i ?: 864) on the basis of input to the second loading complexes only, the ith destination should be of type 1 rather than type 2.
Since k~281 implies Fk~F281' it follows that the ith destination should be of type 1 rather than type 2 if 
In the following table I , denotes the fraction of m a il to th c ith des tina tion, anct P , denotes t h e fraction of mail to th e first i ciesti na tions so t ha t We consider a multiple input system in which Al= number of subsystems (Bl ) n = number of loading complexes in each subsystem .
In order to specify the system completely, we must also specify, for i = l , 2, . . . ,n D t= set of destinations whose letters are dropped in the row of bins after the ith loading complex in each subsystem . 
Vic wish now to analyze Lh e inpllLs to Lb e various loading complexes, fllld also the in pu t to each S ll usystem as a whole. L et I i= ratio of the actual input to the i th loading complex of each subsystem t o its maximum possible input of 36,000 letters/hr . (B 5) The quanti ties II , 12, . . . , I n (and thus th e inpu ts 36 ,000 I I, 36, 000 12, . .. , 36,000 I n) can be compu ted one by one from the formulas 
+. . . + I n-IF(Dn-I).
(B 6)
To obtain a more compact notation for these equat ions, we adopt the convention 10= 0 and define the sets of destinations
U< i -1);
t hen (B6) can b e rewri tten as These cases will be proved logically i mpossi ble. From (14.1 3) and (14.16) it can be dedu ced t hatj,">] ", so t hat m < n, ruling out cases 1 and 2. The first and third conditions of case 3 would yi eld, using (14 .16), which is impossible sin ce thus case 3 is ruled out. The first and second condi tions common to cases 4 and 5 y ield , using (14.13 ), which is impossible sin ce (using j ~k to d edu ce Fj~Fk) we have l + Fj-Fk~l + Fk-Fk= l ;
thus cases 4 and 5 are ruled out. N ext we d escrib e th e technique to b e used in handling some of the r emaining seven cases. The parameters j and k will b e treated as continuous (rath er than integer -valued) variables, so that cal culus m ethods can b e used in searching for the minimum of 6.0 . As th e two independent variables, it is convenient to choose not j and k, but r ather J and (C1 ) (B8) Then k becomes a dependent variable, (C 1) we have and from
The input to each subsystem is given by
Appendix C: Proofs of Results Asserted in Section 14
The foJlowing material presupposes familiarity with section 14, to which frequent reference is made. W e r ecall that 6. C had been spli t into t wo parts, that a formula (14.22) h ad b een d erived for /::..IC, but that 6. 2C could apparently b e given by anyone of 12 possible formulas , leading to 12 possible cases r equiring analysis.
First we write down t he condi tions d efining th e 5 cases (ou t of th ese 12) which can be treated most easily : then it follows that a n ecessary condition for a minimum of 6. C is (C7) W e will b e able t o eliminate a numb er of the r emaining seven cases by 'showing tha t they are incompatible with (C7 ).
